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Abs~ract

We consider the single equation errors in variables model and assume that a
researcher is willing to specify upper bounds on the possible measurement
errurs in the exogenous variables. We prove that as a result the set oE pos-
sible ML estimates is bounded by an ellipsoid. The result is generalized to
IV-estimation of a structural equation of a simultaneous system, which has
only endogenous variables on the right hand side.
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1. Introduction

In the presence of ineasurement error in the exogenous variables of a
linear regression model, nothing much can be said in general about the true
values of the regression parameter vector S. The situation changes when S2, the
measurement error covariance matrix, is known or can be estimated consistent-
ly. Then S can be estimated consistently and the asymptotic distribution of
its estimator can be derived. This case has been discussed by various authors,
including Schneeweiss (1976), Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1979), Fuller (1980).

An intermediate situation arises when S2 is not completely known and
cannot be estimated consistently, but some prior knowledge is available. For
this limited information case various procedures have been proposed. Blomquist
(1972) considers OLS and investigates its asymptotic bias as a funetion of the
size of the measurement error variance. In this approach, the researcher has
to make a guess of S2. If the computed asymptotic bias of the OLS-estimate is
not too large, this is used as an indication that OLS can be used for estima-
tion.

Hodges and Moore (1972) follow a similar approach but also develop a
diagnostic for the sensitivity of the estimates to error in a particular
observation. Davies and Hutton (1975) introduce a measure of "the distance
trorn singularity" of the observed matrix of exogenous variables. To compute
tlii5 measure one needs, once again, a guess of the size of the measurement
errurs in the exogenous variables. If the distance from singularity is small,
the estimates are suspected to be unreliable. In a similar vain, Leamer (1983)
presents "destructive diagnostics" which are "sets of ineasurement error vari-
ances compatible with the observed data which would imply that the true expla-
natory variables are perfectly collinear". In an empirical example, he conclu-
des that even very small measurement errors in some explanatory variables
would allow for the possibility of perfectly collinear explanatory variables.

Although it is true that generally one cannot say anything about the
true value of S if S2 is unknown, there is a special case where the set of
maximum likelihood estimates of S(under normality) can be bounded. This is
the case where the measurement errors are uncorrelated and the kfl estimate5
of (3, obtained by regressinY each of. the k-~-1 variables involved ( i.e. the one
dependent variable and the k independent variables) on the remaining k varia-
bles, are all in the same orthant. Then the convex hull of the kfl regressions
contains all possible maximum likelihood estimates and any point in the hull
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is a possible maximum likelihood estimate. If the k~-1 regressions are not all
in the same orthant then the set of maximum likelihood estimates i s unbounded.
A proof of these results, as well as references to earlier work, can be found
in Klepper and Leamer ( 1984).

For the case where the k-~1 regressions are not in the same orthant,
Klepper and Leamer ( 1984) introduce extra prior information which allows them
to bound the set of maximum likelihood estimates. The prior ínformation comes
in two forms. Firstly, a researcher is supposed to be able to specify a maxi-
mum value of R2 if all exogenous variables were measured accurately. It is
shown that if this maximum is low enough, one can again bound the set of ML
estimates by a convex hull. Secondly, a researcher ís assumed to be able to
give upper and lower bounds for the measurement error variances. If the upper
bound is tight enough, so that the true explanatory variables cannot be per-
fectly collinear, the set of maximum likelihood estimates is shown to be
bounded by an ellipsoid. In the derivarion of the elliopsoid, based on a
result in Leamer ( 1982), it is assumed that all exogenous variables are
measured with error. Obviously, this is restrictive.

In Section 2 we generalize Klepper and Leamer's result to the case
where some variables may be measured without error. Although we still arrive
at an ellipsoid, the generalization i s non-trivial. We also consider the
possibility of jointly using the prior information on the variance covariance
matrix of the measurement errors and on the maximum value of R2. Our analysis
suggests, however, that consistency of prior beliefs requires a maximum value
of R2 so high that it does not add information beyond the information implied
by the prior beliefs about S2.

In Section 3 we make a first attempt to generalize these results to a
simultaneous equation setting where the exogenous variables may be measured
with error. For a structural equation that contains only endogenous variahles,
we show that the set of consistent i nstrumental variables estimates is bounded
by an ellipsoid.

Section 4 contains an empirical example. Section 5 concludes.
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2. The Single Equation Model

Consider the single equation errors in variables model:

y - n~ -~ e (2,1)

x - ~ t v, (2.2)

where n(nxk) is the matrix of true, but possibly unobservable, explanatory
variables. The matrix X(nxk) contains the observations on n whilst V(nXk)
con~ains the measurement errors. The vector y(nxl) contains the observations
of the endogenous variables and e(nxl) is a vector of random errors satisfying
Ee-~), Eee'-o2In. Let vi be the i-th row of V, then we assume Evi-O, Evivi-S2,
Eevi-O, i-1,...,n, and Eviv~-0 for i~j. We assume both e and the elements of V
to be normally distributed and uncorrelated wíth n.

Define the kxk-matrix A- 1X'X. If we assume that the elements of ~n
are also drawings frnm a nnrmal dí crrih~ti.. ..d n t.. t.....--- i-.~.. a... io cai~wll, tlléÍl tiie i`1L-

estimate of S is the solution of the following moments equation:

( A- S2 ) B - nX' Y- r (2.3)

(for notational simplicity we use the same symbol for S and for its maximum
likelihood estimate as long as no confusion can arise). If we assume that the
elements of n are constants and that ln'n converges to a finite limit forn
n-~ ~, then the solution of (2.3) is still a consistent estimate of the re-

gression parameters. (e.g., Kapteyn and Wansbeek, 1979.)

We assume that, although SZ is unknown, tlie researcher is willing to
specify bounds within which S2 must lie, i.e.

~
0 ~ St ~ sZ ( 2. 4)

~with ~ specified by the researcherl), We assume that S2 is symmetric and that
it satisfies

1) The notation C ~ D is used to indicate that D-C is a positive semi-definite
matrix; C~D means D-C is positive definite.
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(2.5)

This assumption prevents the possibility of A-S2 being singular, a case discus-
sed extensively by Leamer (1983).

For what follows, the foltowing lemma is useful.

Lemma 1 Let C and C~ be symmetric matrices, and let C~ be positive semi-defi-
nite. Then

~
0 c C c C

is e utvalent with})

~ ~f ~~
C C C- C h C~ CC C

~
Proof: Diagonalize C as follows

~ 0 P'
C~ - (P1 P2) 1 - P1~Pi ,

0 0 P2

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

with ~ diagonal and nonsingular, P1P1 - I, P2P2 - I, P1P2 - D. Define
f} - PiCPland let Q dia};onalize both ~ and H: Q'~Q - I, Q'HQ - D, wíth D diago-
nal

~ ~
( i) If 0 c C c C, then 0 c P2CP2 c P2C P2 - 0, so P2C - 0.

Consequently C lies in the space spanned by the columns of P1. As P1P1

projects onto this space, P1PiC - C. Since C~C~} - P1~P1P1~-1P1 - P1P1'
we have C~C~}C - C. Furthermore, 0 c Q'PiCP1Q c Q'PiC~P1Q - I, so

0 c D c I. ThusC-CC~}C - P}Q'-I(D-D2)Q-1Pi 3 0.
~ ~f

(ii) IE C C C- P}PiC - C, then C- P}P1CP1P1 - P}HPi' If, moreover,
~f -1 2 -1C- CC C- P}Q' (D-D )Q P1 ~ 0, then D- D2 ~ 0 or Q c D c I.

Hence p c p1Q~-1DQ-1Pi c p1Q~-1Q-1P1
or 0 c C c C~ Q.E.D.

~
1) C~} is the Moore Penrose inverse of C-
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Corollary 1. Let x be a vector and C~ a symmetric matrix, then

~
0 s xx' t C (2.9)

is equivalent with

~ ~~ ~~
C C x- x 5 x'C x z 1 (2.10)

Proof : Use Lemma 1 with C- xx' and note that C~C~}xx' - xx' is equivalent

with C~C~}x - x and xx' ~ xx'C~}xx' is equivalent with x'C~}x G i. Q.E.D.

The main result of this section is contained in the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 1. The set of solutions S satisfying (2.3), with S2 satisfying
(2.4), is iven ~

(S-b~)'F~}(S-b) ~ 0 b~ F~F~}(S-b) - s- b (2.11)

with

F~ - K 1- A 1

b - A lr

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

Conversely, for any S satisfying (2.11) there exists an S2 such that (2.3) and
(2.4} hoïd true.
Proof:
(i) Define F-(A-S2)-1 - A 1, so that 0 s F C F~, and S- b- FAb

and b~ - b - F~Ab.
Lemma 1 implies

~f ~ ~f
FF F- F~ 0 á~ F F F- F

So

(F-F~)F~}F ~ 0 ë~ F~F~}FAb - FAb

(2.15)

(2.16)
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Hence

b'A(F-F~)F~}FAb ~ 0 S~ F~F~}(B-b) - R- b (2.17)
or

( B-b~ )' F~} ( S-b ) C 0 S~ F~ F~} ( S-b )- g- b ( 2.18 )

(ii) To prove the converse we pick an arbitrary S satisfying (2.11) and con-
struct an F(of rank one) which satisfies (2.3) and (2.15). For F we
choose

F - (S-b)(S-b)~
b'A(~-b) ' (2.19)

if Q~ b, and F - 0 if S- b; F satisfies S- b- FAb, so that (2.3) holds
truF~. Using Corollary 1, we know that F satisfies (2.15) if

(S-b)'F~}(R-b) ~ (S-b)'Ab, á~ F~F~}(S-b) - S - b (2.20)

where we have used the fact that b'A(S-b) - S'(A-S2)S - g'(A-SZ)A 1(A-Z)S is
positive if S ~ b.

~ ~~
F F (s-b) - S- b is simply the second part of (2.11). Using this

fact, we can also see that the first part of (2.11) is equivalent with the
first part of (2.20). For, the first part of (2.20) can be written as

(R-b)'[F~}((i-b) - F~}F~Ab] ~ 0

~ ~
Using F Ab - b - b this is equivalent with

(B-b)'F~}(S-b~) ~ 0,

whi~~h is the first part of (2.11).

Remark 1. Condition (2.11) can be rewritten as

(B-z(b-t-b~))'F~}(S-~(b-Fb~)) ~ 4(b~-b)'F~}(b~-b) d~

(2.21)

(2.22)

11.F,.D.

(2.23)
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F~F~}~B - ~(b-Fb~)~ - ~ - i(bfb~). (2.24)

(2.23) represents a cylinder, so that (2.23) and (2.24) represent the ellip-
soid that is obtained by projecting the cylinder orthogonally onto the space
spanned by F~.

For the case that there are measurement errors in all variables, i.e.
~S1 is nonsingular, (2.24) turns into an identity and (2.23) becomes an ellip-

soid with F~} - F~-1. This special case has been given before by Klepper and
Leamer (1984).
Remark 2. Given that we started from an inequality condition on SZ rather than

~F it might seem more obvious to derive an ellipsoid in terms of SZ } rather
~than F}. This can indeed be done and the result is equivalent to Proposition

1. We state this as Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. The set of solutions S satisfying (2.3), with SZ satisfying
(2.4), is iven ~

( B-b~ )' K 52~}A( S-b ) ~ 0 b~ S2~ S2~}A( R-b)- A( B-b ) ( 2. 2 51

Conversely, for any (i satisfying (2.25) there exists an SZ such that.(2.3) and
(2.4) hold true. Furthermore, (2.11) and (2.25) are equivalent.

Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 1. For completeness
sake it follows.
(i) Lemma 1 and (2.4) imply

S2 Sl~} S2 - S2 t 0 S~ Sl~ Sl~} S2 - S2

So

Hence

S2 S2~} SZ - 52~ S2~} S~ c 0 b~ Sl~ S2~} S2 - 52

( B' St- S' S2~ ) S2~} S2S C 0 á~ Si~ S2~} 526 -~B

Using (2.3), this can be rewritten as

( B' A-b' A- B' S2~ ) S2~}A( B-b ) t 0 á~ S2~ SZ~}A( 8-b )- A( 4-b )

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)
or

( R-b~ )' KS~~}A( B-b ) ~ 0 S S2~ S2~}A( B-b )- A( R-b ) ( 2. 3 0)
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(ii) To prove the converse we pick an arbitrary S satisfying (2.25) and
construct an SZ (of rank one) which satisfies (2.3) and (2.26). For S2 we choose

~ j A(R-b)(R-b)'A
B' A( R-b) (2.31)

if R~ b, and S2 - 0 if R- b; S2 satisfies (2.3). Using Corollary 1, we know

that SZ satisfies (2.26) if and only if

(R-b)'AS~~}A(R-b) ~ R'A(B-b) S~ St~St~}A(R-b) - A(R-b) (2.34)

It is easy to see that (2.34) is equivalent with (2.25). So having picked
a(3 ttlat satisfies (2.25), S2 does indeed satisfy both (2.3) and (2.26).
(iii) Finally, we show the equivalence of (2.11) and (2.25). We start from
(2.25) and deal with both parts concecutively.

( B-b~ ) ' KS2~}A( B-b) -

- (B-b~)'(K~~tA)(A 1~~K-1)(K~~}A)(R-b) -

- (R-b~)'(Ka~}A)(A-1~~K-1)(A,,1~~K-1)~-(A-1~~K-1)(K~~}A)(R-b) -

- (R-b~)'(KS2~~-~~K-1)(A 1~~K-1)}(A 1~~~~}A)(B-b) -

- (R-b~)'(Á 1~~K-1)f(R-b) -

- (R-b~)'F~}(R-b).

where the fifth line is based on

K 1~~~~}K(R-b~) - K-1S2~S2~}(A-S2~)[R-(A-S2~)-lAb] -

- R 1S2~S2~}[AR - sZ~R - Ab] - x-i [A(a-b) - Sl~R] -

~
- K [KB - AR] - R - b ,

(2.34)

(2.35)

and the sixth line on
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A 1S2~K 1- A 1(A-K)K-1 - K 1- A 1- F~

Next consider the second part of (2.25)

A( B-b) - S2~S2~}A( S-b) - A(A 1S2~K 1) (KS2~}A) (~-b)

- A(A 1~~K 1)(A 1~~K 1)}(A 1~~K 1)(KSt~}A)(B-b)

(2.36)

- AF~F~}A 1SZ~St~}A(R-b) - AF~F~}(S-b). (2.37)

Since A is nonsingular, this is equivalent to the second part
of (2.11). Q.E.D.

There really is not much to choose between the formulations of Propo-
sitions 1 and 2. Proposition 2 is a little more straightforward since it gives
the ellipsoid in terms of ~~, The similarity of both formulations can be made
clearer by rewriting (2.25) slightly. Notice, first of all, that F~ - A 1S2~K 1~is a reflexive g-inverse of KS2 }A.
i.e.

and
( KS2~}A) ( A 1 S~~K 1) ( KS2~}A) - KS2~}A

(Á
1~~K-1)(KS2~}A)(Á 1~~K 1) - A 1S2~K 1

~r~ ,~-
So, let us denote KS2 A by F. There holds

F~ F~- - A 1 S2~ S2~}A

Thus (2.25) can be rewritten as

(f3-b~)'F~-(~-b) C 0 5 I.~F~-(S-b) - B- b

~This is -just (2.11) with the Moore-Penrose inverse F} replaced by the re-
flexive g-inverse F~-. So (2.11) represents an orthogonal projection of a

~cylinder on the space spanned by F whereas (2.25) is an oblique projection.
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2.1. Extreme values of linear functions of R.

If the number of regressors in (2.1) is larger than 2 it will be hard
in practice to present the ellipsoid given by (2.23) and (2.24) in a transpa-
rent way. For that reason it is useful to derive bounds for linear functions
of (3. Let ~ be a known vector, then bounds for ~'S are given by the following
proposition.
Proposition 3. The maximum and minimum of ~'s, with ~ fixed and S satisfying
(2.23) and (2.24), are given by

~y'B - liV''(~b~) t z~(b~-b)'Ab.~'F~~ (2.38)

Proof: Define

f - ~(bFb~)

F~} - P1~-1P1

(2.39)

(2.40)

r2 - 2(b~-b)'F~}(b~-b) - ~(b~-b)'Ab, (2.41)

~ ~ ~fwhere P1~Pi is the singular value decomposition of F(so, plpi - F F ). Thus
the ellipsoid can be written as

(B-f)'F~}(S-f) s r2 S~ P1Pi(B-f) - B- f (2.43)

Clearly, the extreme values of ~'S will be obtained for S on the ellipsoid and
not in it. We find the extreme values by differentiating the Lagrangean func-
tion

~'~ - z~{(B-f)'F~}(B-f) - r2} f u'{(I-P1P1)(R-f)J (2.44)

wit}i respect to S,a and u and setting the derivatives equal to zero. This
yields

~~
~y - aF (~-f) f(I-P1Pi) U- 0 (2.45)

and (2.43) (wíth the first part being an equality). Premultiply (2.45) by
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P1Pl to obtain

P1Pi~y - ~F~}(~-f) - 0

Therefore

~P1~ 1Pi(S-f) - P1Pi~V

~ ~
a~-~Pi(~-f) - ~~PiV~

~2r2 - V~~Pi~PiV~~

sq that

a- t~~y' F~ ~~ r 2 .

tide have from (2.46) that

R - f - F~F~}(s-f) - ~.F~~,

so that the extreme values of S are

S - f t F~~~d~,'F~~~r2

and the corresponding values of ~'S:

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

~'~ - ~'f t V~'F~V'~~~V'F~V~Ir2 - ~'f t dr2~V~F~~V ~ (2.52)

which is equivalent with (2.38) Q.E.D.

2.2. An extra restriction

So far, we have ignored one piece of information a researcher may want
to take into account, namely that errors in the equation have a non-negative
variance o2, For a given ~ the ML-estimate of 62~ under normality of all
variables, is
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02 - n y'y- a' (A-S2) ~- s2 - S' SZb, (2.53)

where s2 - n y'y - b'Ab, the usual residual variance estimator of Q2 if there
are no measurement errors. It seems reasonable to restrict the values of s to
the set which generates non-negative values of o2. Following Klepper and
Leamer (1984) we allow for the possibility that a researcher "knows" that o2
not only is non-negative but actually i s greater or equal than some positive
lower bound a, i .e. a2 a a~ 0.

Using S2S - A( S-b) , a2 ~ a implies

(~-b)'Ab s s2 - a (2.54)

So the admissible values of s have to be on one side of a hyperplane. Figure 1
presents a drawing of the ellipsoid defined by (2.23) and (2.24) in the space

~spanned by F. The area to the left of the solid straight line is where (2.54)
is satisfied. In the shaded area (2.23), (2.24) and (2.54) hold
simultaneously.

(s-b)'Ab - s2 - a

Figure 1. Feasible area for S.
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it is easy to show furthermore that the planes tangent to the ellipsoid in b
nncl h~ arc~ p:~rallel to the plane defined by (S-b)'Ab - s2 - a. All three
planes are orthogonal to the vector Ab.

Evidently, the restriction Q2 ~ a can be ignored if (S-b)'Ab - s2 - a
runs through the point b~ or if it is to be right of this point. For the plane
to go through b~ there lias to hold (b~-b)'Ab - s2 - a. Since Ab -(A-S2)b~
there has to hold b~S2b - s2 - a. From (2.53) it is clear that o~2 (the

2 ~ ~2estimate of a corresponding to 52 ) is then equal to a. Thus, if a ~ a, the
restriction a2 ~ a does not interfere with the ellipsoid, and it can be
ignored.

The condition a~2 ~ a translates i nto a condition on SZ~. An illumina-
ticig way of looking at it is the following one. Consider model (2.1) and the
corresponding matrix of second order sample moments:

B -
n y'y-a n y'~
1 M,y i y,V
n `~ n

In view of (2.1), believing that the variance in e is at least equal to a,
also means that, at least asymptotically, the matrix B is positive semi-
definite. The matrix B is unobservable, but we can construct another matrix C
which, under t,eneral conditions, will converge in probability to the same
matrix if n i ~.

C -
i y'y-a n y'X

n x' y A- s~

(2.53)

(2.54)

Civen that B is positive semi-definite and that B- C converges in
probability to zero if n t~, it seems reasonable to impose the inequality

n y'y-a n y'X

1
n X' y A- Sl

~ 0 (2.55)

as a consistency requirement for a researcher's prior beliefsl) thereby
guaranteeing ttie positive semi-definiteness of C for any choice of S2
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~
satisfying ( 2.3). Since we have already imposed the condition A- St ~ 0,

~
(2.55) amounts to C ~ 0. From the formula for the determinant of a parti-
tioned matrix we know that

-1
A- S2~ ~. ~ n y'y- a- n y' X( A-S2~ ) n x' y I

~so that C~ 0 is equivalent with

or

~ -1
n y' y-a - n y' X( A-S2 ) n X' y è 0

1 ~n y'y - b'(A-S2 )b ~ a

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

~From (2.53) it is clear that (2.58) is equivalent to the condition Q ~ a.
Thus, if a researcher finds it reasonable to replace condition (2.5)

~2by (2.55), then the condition a~ a is satisfied automatically.

I) ~fter all, the whole analysis i s in terms ~~f asymptotic properties of
estimates.
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3. Simultaneous Equations

If the exogenous variables in a simultaneous system are subject to
error, the 2SLS estimator of the struc[ural parameters wil.l generally be
inconsistent. If the variance covariance matrix of the measurement errors is
known, it is easy to adjust the 2SLS estimator so that it will be consistent
(See Ketellapper, 1982, for details). Consider the j-th structural equation:

y. - Y.a f- n Y f e,
J J J J

X - n f V (3.2)

Yj and nj are matrices of endogenous and exogenous variables respectively,
included in this equation, n is the matrix of all exogenous variables measured
by X; e, and V have the same properties as in Section 2, but in addition V isJ
independent of Yj. The variance covariance matrix of the rows of V is once
again called S2.

xeteliapper (1982) gives the following adjustment of 2SLS as a consís-
tent estimate of a and Y:

-1
n - Y~X(X'X-n.S2)-1X'Yj Y~Xj Y'X(X'X-n.S2)-1X'yJ
a - (3.3)Y X~Yj X~Xj-n.S2J

. XJyJ

where Stj is the submatrix of S1 corresponding to ~j.
AnaLogous to section 2, it would be nice to postulate bounds for S2 and derive
bounds for a and Y. At this moment we only have results for a structural
equation with endogenous variables only, i.e. where Y- 0.

ín that case (3.3) reduces to (omitting the subscript j and the caret
over a):

~ ~ -1 ~ ~Y
a- YnX (A-S2)-1

XnY YnX
(A-S2)-1 Xn ~ (3.4)

witli A- 1 X~X, as before.
n ~Assume once again that a researcher is able to specify a matrix ~ such that

(2.4) and (2.5) hold true. Then we will show that the set of all a's satis-
fying (3.4) with all satisfying (2.4) is bounded by an ellipsoid. It is
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easy to see, however, that in contrast with the regression case, all a's in
this set are consistent estimates of the corresponding true parameter vector
as long as we maintain the assumption that V and e are independent. This is so
because the equation under consideratíon only involves endogenous variables.

Since all a's are consistent, the ellipsoid shrinks to zero forn }~.
Still, in finite samples, different choices of S2 will yield different
estimates. Therefore, it remains of interest to
the choice of assumptions.

see how estimates vary with

The derivation of the ellipsoid rests on two steps.
(3.~i) in a form which allows us to use Proposition 1 and

First we rewrite
then we transform

this ellipsoid back into a form that allow us to make direct inferences
about a.

To carry out the first step we need some notation.
Let

R - n X'(Y~Y)~

then (3.4) can be written as

wlie re

R'
(A-S2)-1R(-á)

- (-~).

-1
d - n 'X(A-52) nX'y-

1 -11 1 -li -1 -1
ny'X(A-S2) nX'Y{nY'X(A-S2) nX'Y} nX'Y(A-52) nX'y -

1 -1
- n y'X(A-S~)- n X'y - a' {n Y'X(A-S2) 1 X'Y}an

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

For later reference, notice that d~ 0. Furthermore, according to (3.1) we
have that X'y - X'Ya f- X'e so that under quite general assumptions d~ 0 with
proh~ibility one, but also that d converges to zero in probability if n-~
Defíne

-1 -1
F - {R'A 1R} - {R' (A-S2)-1R}

~
F - {R'A-1R}

-1 -1
- {R'(A-SZ~)-~R}

-1
B - á (-a) - - {R'(A-S2)-1Rl el

(3.R)

(3.9)

(3.10)
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with el being the first unit vector.

-1
b - -{R'A 1R} el

-1
b~ - -{R'(A-S2~)-1R} el

Thus we have

~ ~ ~
0~ F~ F, S- b- Fel, b - b- F el

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Comparison with the definitions used in the proof of Proposition 1 makes it
clear that S satisfies the conditions of Proposítion 1, i.e. the set of esti-
mates ~ is confined by

(S-b~)'F~}(B-b) á 0 b~ F~F~}(g-b) -~- b (3.14)

Thi~; concludes the first step.
ihe second step is to transform the ellipsoid for S into an ellipsoid

for a. At this moment we are only able to do this for the case where F~ is
~non-singular, í.e. S2 ~ 0. The result is given in Proposition 4.

Proposition 4. For F~ non-singular a is bounded ~

-1 ' ~-1 bfb~ 2 - 1 ' ~-1 1 ~' ~-1{( a) F ( 2 )} -{( a) F (- a)}.b F b~ 0 (3.15)

Proof: Substitute 1 -1
d( a) for S in the first part of (3.14). This gives a

quadratíc inequality i n d-1, The quadratic expression in b-1 describes a
parabola. For the inequality to hold, the parabola has to intersect the ab-
scissa at least once. This requires the discriminant of the quadratic expres-
sion to be non-negative. This is (3.15). Thus (3.15) provides a necessary
conclition for a. Q.E.D.
We notice that the bound for a, (3.15), is minimal if the bound for S, (3.14),
is minimal. h'or each a satisfying (3.15) we can find a d~ 0 such that

S- S(-a) satifies (3.14), and as for each such S we can find an ~ for which
(2.4) and (3.10) hold true, the bound for a is minimal.
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4. An Empirical F.xample

In Van de Stadt, Kapteyn, Van de Geer (1983) (SKG from now on) a model
of l~reference formation is constructed and estimated. The central relationship
of the model is the following one

~ ~
ui -~G f Slui(-1) t S2fsi(-1) t s3fsi f S4yi f s5yi f S6fsi f Ei (4.1)

T}ie index i refers to the i-th household in the sample; ui is a measure of the
household's present wants (exp (1~,) is the income the household head wouldi
consider just about "sufficient to make ends meet"); ui(-1) is the same mea-
surc~ observed one year ago for the same household; fs, is the log of the pre-i
sent number of household members ("log-family size") whereas fsi(-1) is log-
family size one year ago; yi is the present after tax household log-income.
The starred variables are sample means of log-incomes and log-family sizes in
"the social group" to which household i belongs. A social group is a set of
households with identical characteristics (the age of the household head is in
the same age bracket, the household heads have a similar education and they
live in a town of similar size; e, is a random disturbance term. See SKG fori
further details.

Thus relation (4.1) explains the level of a household's present finan-
cial wants by its familiy size (both present and lagged one period), its
present log income (habit formation), by present log income and log-family
size in the household's social group (preference interdependence), and by the
level of financial wants one year ago (habit formation).

Since ei is allowed to show negative serial correlationl), ui(-1) may
correlate negatively with e,. This is equivalent to allowing a measurement1 ~ ~
error in ui(-1). The variables yi and fi are proxies for reference group
effects and may therefore be expected to suffer from measurement error; fsi
and fsi(-1) are crude proxies of the effects of family composition on finan-
cial wants, which can therefore also be expected to suffer from measurement
error. Finally, yi may be subject to measurement error as well

1) As a matter of fact, Ei has the form ui - aui(-1) f- vi, where ui and ui(-1)
are uncorrelated with each other or with vi; ui may be serially correlated.
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Table 1. Sample means and convariances of the observed variables.

Variable Mean

~ ~ui ui(-1) fsi(-1) fsi yi yi fsi

u. 10.11 .1260i
u.(-1) 10.07 .1123 .1348i
fsl(-1) 1.01 .0876 .0922 .2706

fs. 1.00 .0887 .0889 .2559t
yi 10.31 .1238 .1212 .0881
~

yi 10.30 .0606 .0593 .0523
~

fsi 1.00 .0434 .0443 .0873

Table 2. S2

Covariance with

.2751

.0924 .1783

.0533 .0782 .0828

.0880 .0515 .0535 .0972

ul(-1) fsi(-1) fsi yi yi fsi ~ error

0.0219 40

0.0061 0.0061 15

fsi 0.0061 0.0061 15

yi
~

yi

0.0040 15

0.013 0.010 40
~

fsi 0.010 0.015 40

The sample means, standard deviations and correlations of all varia-
bles involved are given i n Tahl P 1. 0„r s o~~ F~ cat{ ---- L ~~- p..~~~~ ~~.,~~ o~ ~c is given in '1'able
2. The column headed "~ error" i ndicates the standard deviation of the mea-
surement errors ( the square root of the diagonal of ~~) as a percentage of the
sample standard deviation of the corresponding observed variables. So we
allow, for example, a 40~ measurement error i n y~ and fs~. ~ese values arei ~
true a priori values in the sense that we have stuck to our first choice
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of sZ~ and not adjusted ~~ after looking at the ellipsoid implied by it.
~

Regarding the off-diagonal elements of ~ it should be noted that these values
~

are not upper bounds for the corresponding elements of ~. In ~ the block
corresponding to fsi(-1) and fsi is singular. This implies that in any ~

~
satisfying 0 ~~~~ the corresponding block will be singular as well. So we
impose a perfect correlation in measurement error between both variables.

Obviously, it is a little hard to present the ellipsoid in S-dimensio-
~nal space implied by (2.25). So we only present b,b and the extreme values

of S obtained from (2.56) by choosing for ~ the six unit vectors successively.
The results are given in Table 3.

Comparison of b and b~ shows no sign reversals and also in the right
hand side pand of Table 3 only a few sign reversals occur. All sign reversals

~ ~pertain to the social group variables y, and fs.. Thus it is possible to varyi i
the assumptions ín such a way that the estimates would indicate a negative
effect of social group income on the financial wants of household i or a

~ ~positive influence of the family size in the social group. Of course yi and fsi
are the variables for whích we have allowed the largest measurement

variances. To prevent such outcomes one should be prepared to put tighter
bounds ~.

The information conveyed by the extreme values of the estimates is
quite different from the story told by the standard errors of the OLS-
estimates. For example, b5 is about two and half times its standard error and
b3 about two times. Still the estimate of ~5 can swith signs, but the estimate
of a3 cannot. Combining the information obtained from the standard errors with
the results of the sensitivity analysis indicates that ~1, S3 and S4 are
unambiguously positive; g2 does not reverse signs in the sensitivity analysis
but the standard error of b2 suggests that S2 could be positive; S5 has been
estimated with fair accuracy but its estimate turns out to be sensitive to the
choíce of assumptions; S6 has been estimated unreliably and is sensitive to
the choice of assumptions.
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Table 3. Extreme Vatues of g

choices for ~~

bt el e2 e3 e4 e5 e6

0.509 0.968 0.505 0.928 0.515 0.689 0.745
S1 0.950

R2

S4

S5

S6

(0.026) 0.491 0.954 0.531 0.944 0.771 0.715

-0.013 -0.128 -0.004 -0.107 -0.011 -0.063 -0.090
-0.123

(0.032) -0.008 -0.132 -0.029 -0.125 -0.072 -0.046

0.066 0.119 0.070 0.125 0.064 0.089 ~.077
0.016

(0.031) 0.062 0.112 0.057 0.118 0.093 0.105

0.298 0.026 0.315 0.045 0.331 0.131 0.155
0.044

(0.031) 0.315 0.027 0.297 0.010 0.210 0.186

0.072 0.024 0.060 0.041 0.013 0.197 0.034
0.028

(0.029) 0.075 0.039 0.058 0.086 -0.098 0.065

0.032 -0.018 -0.061 -0.067 -0.035 -0.036 0.081
0.020

(0.025) -0.032 0.011 -0.017 -0.015 -0.014 -0.131

} standard errors in parentheses.
~ Each cell contains two values of g, corresponding to the plus and the minus

sign in (2.51) respectively. Given the choices for ~,
the i-th diagonal cell ( i-1 ;.. ; F~l rnntains t:~~ (i. ,~ ctitrelllC vaiues for i.
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5. Conclusion

We have generalized a result by Klepper and Leamer (1984) and made a
first attempt to deal with simultaneous eqiiations estimation in the presence
of ineasurement error in exogenous variables. The models dealt with so far are
rather simple. The issue of systematically investigating the sensitivity of
estimates to stochastic assumptions (in this case the presence and size of
measurement errors) is even more important in complicated models like the ones
usually analysed by means of the well-known LISREL program (cf. Jóreskog and
Sdrbom, 1981).

In our experience, estimates of structural parameters may sometimes
c}lange dramatically as a result of seemingly innocuous changes in the stochas-
tic specification of the model. Given that the LISREL program is so widely
used and in view of the wide variety of stochastic specifications it can deal
with, it is important to understand how estimates change if we vary assiunp-
tions. If we do not have a clear understanding of the relation bctween data,
:itis~unptions and results, empirical work will not learn us very much about
reality. To the extent that computer software becomes a black boxl), obtaining
empirical results becomes an act of magic. Systematic sensitivity analysis is
an important tool to help empirical researchers avoid the fate of the sorce-
rer's apprentice.

1) A black box, not because algorithms would be unknown, but because we do notfully understand how specification af.fects results.
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